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report
Additional comments

14/05/07 North Tyneside Caller states that people in street are witches. Witches Confused caller

03/11/07 Newcastle Caller wanting to inform police witches are sending messages to their 

mind.

Witches Confused caller

19/08/08 Newcastle Caller said they were abducted 10 years ago. Caller thinks they could 

have been aliens.

Aliens Confused caller

28/08/08 North Tyneside Report UFO x 2.  Caller saw 2 red lights following each other in sky. UFO Duplicate icident, red flare in sky

16/01/09 North Tyneside Caller states that an alien has attacked them. Aliens Confused caller

22/01/09 North Tyneside Caller states they have an alien being inside their body. Aliens Confused caller

19/02/09 Northumberland Caller stating strange symbols are coming up on their television. Aliens Not a Police matter

23/08/09 Newcastle Caller who states that the Queen, Police and other government and 

alien authorities are tampering with the electrics of their house and 

drawing their psychic brainwave powers out of their eyeballs, through a 

channel in their tv.

Aliens Recorded for info

16/09/09 South Tyneside Report of UFO - Caller states they are outside Police Station and that 

they can see a UFO on Road. Caller states that it is there every night 

from darkness to 3.00 in the morning.

UFO Star in Sky 1of 5

17/09/09 South Tyneside Report of UFO - Caller said can see UFO in the sky again. UFO Star in Sky 2 of 5

20/09/09 South Tyneside Report of UFO - Caller states they can see a UFO at helicopter height. 

Caller states this is the third night they have reported this.

UFO Star in Sky 3 of 5

22/09/09 South Tyneside Report of UFO - Caller said they can see UFO in the sky again. UFO Star in Sky 4 of 5

25/09/09 South Tyneside Report of UFO - Caller said can see UFO in the sky again.  Caller 

believes that this a intelligence drone.

UFO Star in Sky 5 of 5

08/10/09 Northumberland Caller is stating that they can see 8 witches on their roof. Witches Confused caller

21/12/09 Sunderland Caller first speaking about ghosts not letting them sleep. Ghosts Confused caller

16/05/10 Newcastle Report of UFO - Caller states that they have seen an oblong orange and 

yellow light with 4 spikes of light coming from it.

UFO Possible chinese lantern

19/06/10 Northumberland Suspicious lights - Caller has been out for a walk this evening and come 

across a field and states they have seen a UFO in the sky.

UFO Caller genuine

16/07/10 Northumberland Regular caller - requested police/fire/amb - talking about vampires. Vampires Confused caller

06/08/10 South Tyneside Abandoned 999 prior to connection, however BT states some one 

asking who to report a UFO to.  Mobile switched off on call back.

UFO Confused caller

07/08/10 South Tyneside Sighting of UFO - Caller states they saw a light in the sky that was white 

and orange and round like a frisbee, it was heading West.

UFO Genuine caller, possible chinese 

lantern

14/08/10 Newcastle Caller states that they kill vampires for a living. Vampires Confused caller

02/11/10 Northumberland Caller is on medication . States they are seeing ghosts again. Ghosts Confused caller

08/11/10 Gateshead Report of ghosts. Ghosts Reported for info

01/01/11 Newcastle Caller reports that they have just seen 2 UFOs flying in the sky. UFO For info

10/07/11 Sunderland Report of UFO - Caller witnessed a large black silent disc. UFO Caller genuine

14/08/11 Northumberland Concern for elderly person reporting 4 ghosts in house. Ghosts Confused caller

20/09/11 Gateshead Caller states has had to leave house as ghosts coming out of the walls. Ghosts Intoxicated male

01/10/11 Newcastle Caller has stated they have just woke up and has seen a UFO and 

thinks they are halucinating.  Caller states they are seeing rats in the 

house.

UFO Confused caller

11/10/11 South Tyneside Concern for person saying that they see ghosts and spirits. Ghosts Confused caller


